Video Links  Afghan Institute of Learning

Nordic eCommerce Summit Malmo

Tanenbaum: Peacemaker in Action

Sunhak Peace Prize

World Summit Plenary Lecture

Women Deliver

World Humanitarian Summit

Askwith Forum Harvard University

2016 McGraw Prize

WISE award

Dr. Yacoobi speaking at Wayne State University -

Dr. Yacoobi speaking at Boston College

University of St. Joseph commencement speech

Thomson Reuters Foundation video "Afghan women not the same as 10 years ago"

Huffington Post Religion on Opus Prize award.

Chautauqua Institution Sakena speaks on Fora TV

World Justice Forum IV - keynote panel including Dr. Sakena Yacoobi

Dare to Imagine video from the Skoll Foundation's Skoll World Forum 2013.

The Asia Foundation - Dr. Yacoobi talks about education

Fetzer Institute Videos
The Spiritual Life of Sakena Yacoobi
Fetzer Institute video_short clip
Courage and Compassion

PBS/Half the Sky

World Forum on Early Care and Education 2011

Skoll Video  Uncommon Heroes
Voice of America News

Direct Relief International with the Abbott Fund - AIL's health clinic

Skoll Foundation